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Abstract. The existence of the triangular representation of C. Apóstol is

proved by arguments alternative to the original proof. The briefer develop-

ment is, hopefully, more perspicuous than the original development.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to give an alternative develop-

ment of the triangular model of C. Apóstol [1]. This model, which is a key

theorem in much recent research [2], [3], [4], can be regarded as a continuation

of the study of index theory for (bounded) operators on a complex Hilbert

space. Points in the semi-Fredholm domain where the (orthogonal) projection

onto the kernel of £ - À fails to be continuous in the operator norm are called

singular points. The remaining points in the semi-Fredholm domain are

regular points. Each of the diagonal entries in the triangular representation of

£ has simpler spectral properties on the above sets than £ has on the same

sets. For example, one entry has the same singular points as £ but each

singular point is an isolated eigenvalue.

By the use of some results from [8], which Apóstol did not use, the

triangular representation is obtained more quickly and more simply. A few of

Apostol's constructions have been altered but the essential ideas are the same.

2. Preliminaries. Let £(// ) denote all operators on the complex Hilbert space

H. For £ G £(//) let nul(£ - À) be the dimension of the kernel of £ - A,

denoted ker(£ - À), and let def (£ - À) be the codimension of the range of

£ - À, denoted (£ - X)H. Provided (£ - \)H is closed and either nul(£ - À)

or def (£ - A) is finite the operator £ - A is semi-Fredholm; for such A the

quantity nul(£ - A) - def(£ - A) is called the index of £ - A and it is

denoted ind(£ - A). The set of all A for which (£ - A) is semi-Fredholm is

called the semi-Fredholm domain of £, denoted ps_F(£).

The form of the Index Theorem appropriate to this work is the following.

Index Theorem (Kato's version). For T G t(H) and p. G ps_F(£) there is

a neighborhood of p, say G, so that the following are true:

(i)  G C ps_F(£) and X G G implies   nul(£ - A) < nul(£ - ¡f), def(£ - A)

< def (£ - jti), ind(£ - A) = ind(£ - /x);

(ii) nul(£ — A) and def(£ — A) are constant C7\{ju};

(iii) provided nul(£ — A) < oo, nul(£ — A) is constant on G if and only if
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ker(F- p) C  D{(F- p)k H: k = 1,2,...};

(iv) provided def(F - p) < oo, def(F - À) is constant on G if and only if

ker(F - ¿t)* C H {(F* - X)kH: k = 1,2,...}.

Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are well known; part (iii) is Problem 5.32 of [8, p.

242] and (iv) results from applying (iii) to (T - X)*.

3. A result in index theory. The following result can be regarded as a

refinement of (i), (ii) and (iii) of the Index Theorem. The (orthogonal)

projection of H onto K is denoted PK and the orthogonal complement of K in

H is H e K. We denote PK T restricted to K by TK.

Theorem. Take T E t(H)andp E ps_F(T). Then

O - Km P
U - j™ ^ker(T--A)

exists in the operator norm, Q is the orthogonal projection onto ker(F — u)

n  n„(F - p)"H, and

dim(ker(F - u) e QH) < oo.

Proof. The proof is first given in the important case that (F — p)H = H.

For G chosen according to the Index Theorem and X E G the operator

(T — X)(T — X) is onto. Since it is selfadjoint, it is invertible and R(X)

= (T — X) ((T — X)(T — X) ) is easily seen to be a right inverse for (F —

X).    It    follows     that    / - R(X)(T - X) = P^t-x)    and    consequently

lÚ»A-.(t^ker(T-X) = PkeriT-ß) ■

Put Y = nk(T - p) H. Because (F - p) is semi-Fredholm the space Y is

closed in H, (T - p)Y = Y and dim ker(F - p) e (Y n ker(F - p)) < oo.

For the case nul(F - p) < oo, this is proved on p. 241 of [8] but it is also true

for def(F - p) < oo. In fact, by using that dim ker(F - u) 6 ((F - p)kH

n ker(F - p)) is finite if def (F - p) < oo (see [7, Lemmas 3.5 and 2.2]), one

shows that

dim(F - p)JH n ker(F - ¡i) e (T - p)J+l H n ker(F - p) > 0

occurs only a finite number of times. The argument on p. 241 of [8] applies to

show that (F- p)Y = Y, dim ker(F- p) 0 (Y n ker(F- p)) < oo.

For X ¥= p clearly (F - ju)ker(F- X) = ker(F - X) and so ker(F- X)
C Y. It follows that

Pker(T-\) = Pker(Ty-\)PY

and the first paragraph shows that this has the desired limit.

The significance of the following less technical result may be clearer.

Corollary. Take T E t(H)andp E ps_F(T). The following two conditions
are equivalent:

(i) Pkerfr-A) 's continuous at X = p;

(ii) either nul (F — X) or def (F — X) is a finite constant in some neighborhood

of p.
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Proof. If nul(£ — A) is a finite constant in some neighborhood of it then the

Index Theorem shows that ker(£ — /t) C (£ — it) H for k = 1,2, .... It is

elementary to see the equivalence of

(*) ker(£-jit) C  D(£-it)*//

(**) ker(£* - ¡a) c  D(£* - ]l)kH.
k

By the preceding theorem P^^tj^x) ¡s continuous at A = it. If def (£ - A) is a

finite constant in a neighborhood of it then the argument is similar.

If P|cer(7-_n is continuous at A = it then (*) above holds. Hence (**) also

holds and (ii) above follows from the Index Theorem.

4. A spectral theory result. Let Ps_F(£) (ps_F(£)) denote the regular

(singular) points in the semi-Fredholm domain of £. Let Hr(T) be the smallest

subspace containing {ker(£- A): A G p[_F(T)}; let H¡(T) be the smallest

subspace containing {ker(£ - A)* : A G pTs_F(T)}; let H0(T) be the orthogo-

nal complement of Hr(T) + H¡(T). Denote the compressions of £ to /£(£),

H¡(T) and H0(T) by Tr, T¡ and T0, respectively. If A is an isolated eigenvalue

of £ then there is a corresponding spectral subspace for £ and the dimension

of that subspace is the algebraic multiplicity of A, denoted sp.dim.(A;£). Let

ct0(£) denote the set of isolated eigenvalues with finite algebraic multiplicity.

By o(T), p(T), pr(T) and p/(£) we denote the spectrum of £, the resolvent set

of £, the set of A such that (T -X)H = H and the set of A such that

ker(£- A) = {0}, respectively.

Apostol's triangular representation and its basic properties are established

in the following

Theorem, (i) Hr(T) is orthogonal to H,(T);

(ii) Hr(T) and Hr(T) + H0(T) are invariant under T;

(iii) ps_F(£) C pr(Tr) n p,(1j);
(iv) p¡_F(T) C p(T0);

(v) pss_F(£) C o0(To);
f   \       /^   r-     t-r\  A     (T\  ^        tr\(iv) a0(T) C p(Tr) n p(T¡) n o0(To);

(vii) sp. dim. (A; T0) = sp. dim.(A; T) for A G o0(T).

Proof. By (iii) and (iv) of the Index Theorem, either

ker (£ - A) C (£ - X)H   or   ker (£ - A)* C (£ - A)*/7

for every A G pLAT). If it ^ A then (£ - /x) ker (£ - A) = ker (£ - A) and
so (ker (£ - it)*)1 = (£ - ¡x)H D ker (£ - A). Clearly (i) follows.

Conclusion (ii) is straightforward.

In order to prove (iii) we take it G Ps_F(£). Let Y be the smallest subspace

containing {ker(£- A): A G Ps-f^M/*}}- Since P^j-^x) IS continuous at

/i, Y = Hr(T); since (£ - ii)ker(£ - A) = ker(£ - A) for p ^ X, (T - ¡i)Y

= Y. Thus it G Pr(Tr).

Now take it G pss_F(£). Since (£ - p)Y D ker(£ - A) for A G psr_F(£),
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it suffices to show (F - p)Y is closed. This is immediate from [8, Theorem 1.1]

provided nul(F - p) < oo. Assume that def (F - p) < oo. As shown in the

second paragraph of the proof of the theorem in §3, one knows that

dim ker(F - p) 0 (Y D ker (F - u)) < oo. Thus, dim (ker (F - p) + Y)

9 Y < oo (see [7, Lemma 2.2], for example) and ker (T — p) + Y is closed.

Thus, Lemma IV, 2.9 of [6] implies that (F - p)Y is closed. Since the corollary

in §3 implies that P^eKr-A)' 's continuous at p E prs_F(T), the preceding

argument also shows that ps_F(T) C piiTf).

In order to prove (iv) we take X E pJLp(T) and we assume (T0 - X)g = 0

or equivalent^ (F - X)g E (H0(T))1. By the F-invariance of Hr(T)

+ H0(T), we get (T - X)g £ Hr(T). Since (T - X)Hr(T) = Hr(T) there is

some/ E Hr(T) such that (F - X)f = (T - X)g. Since (/ - g) E ker(F - X)

E Hr(T), it must be that g = 0. An analogous argument shows that

def(T0 - X) = 0 and so T0 - X is invertible.

From (ii) of the Index Theorem and (iv) of this theorem it follows that

p E pI_f(T) is isolated from o(T0). Clearly p is an eigenvalue and (v) is

proved if we show that the algebraic multiplicity of p is finite. Since

(F — p)(Hr + H0) = Hr + (T0 — p)H0 and since the subspace on the left is

closed, (T0 - p)H0 must be closed. We assume nul(F - p) < oo and we omit

the analogous case that def(F - p) < oo. For the sake of contradiction, let

{ex,e2 •••} be an orthonormal set in ker^ - p). Since (F- p)ek E Hr(T)

there is some fk E Hr(T) with (T - p)fk = (T - p)ek; thus {ex - fx,e2

- f2,...} is contained in ker(F - p) contradicting that nul(F - p) < oo.

Denote the spectral subspace associated with the isolated eigenvalue p by

H(p). By Lemma 5.29 of [8, p. 239], (T0 - p)H(p) is closed and so Theorem

5.10 of [8, p. 233], implies nul(F0 - p)\H(p) = nu\'(T0 - p)\H(p). On the
other hand, if dim H(p) = oo then Theorem 5.28 of [8, p. 239], shows that

nul'(7^ — p) = oo. Hence the algebraic multiplicity of p is finite.

From (v) it is clear that o0(T) C o0(T0). For p E a0(T) and X E p¡-F(T)

we get (Fr - ju)ker(F - X) = (X - ¡u)ker(F - X). Since \p - X\ is bounded

away from zero, Tr — p is bounded below. This and (iii) imply u E piTr). An

analogous argument shows p E p(T¡).

In order to prove (vii) take p E o0(T). It is easy to see that p(T)

C p(Tr) n p(7J). Because (Tr - p)J is bounded below on each ker(F - X) for

X E pI_f(T) by the distance from p to o(Tr)\{p), (Tr - p)J is invertible.
Similarly (T¡ — p)J is invertible. Since the spectral subspaces for F and T0

corresponding to p are finite dimensional, for j sufficiently large nul(F — p)J

and nul^ — p)J are equal to the dimensions of the corresponding spectral

subspaces. Relative to Hr(T) © H0(T) 0 H,(T) the matrix of (F - p)J is

(Tr-p)J A B      \

0 iT0-p)J C .

o 0(7;- pY/

Clearly this matrix is zero on (fx,f2,f¡) if and only if /3 = 0, (T0 - pYf2

= 0 and (F. - p)Jfx + Af2 = 0. Thus/3 +/2 +/,-(/- (Tr ~ l>.)~JA)f2 and
nu\ (T - pY = nul (T0 - pY.

The author thanks the referee for his helpful comments.
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